vProtect Check 360
Service package

The vProtect Check 360, carried out by our experienced service technicians, helps to
identify problems before they occur, maximising your machines uptime and availability,
so it is ready to operate when you are! Make an appointment for your vProtect Check
360 today and ensure that your machines are always in top condition, reliable and
downtime is minimised.

Highlights

Your benefits



An experienced Aebi Schmidt service technician.





A detailed technical diagnosis of each machine based on
Aebi Schmidt checklists and global field data.

Prevention of unexpected machine downtime and service
problems.





A comprehensive service report on the condition and any
repair measures / improvement suggestions.

Increased machine reliability and uptime, resulting in cost
savings and greater efficiency.



Maximise the life and value of your machine.



A thorough occupational health and safety check for
machine operators. In Germany, the vProtect Check 360
includes the official UVV inspection.



Budget control, you decide what work we carry out to repair
your machine.



Best possible occupational safety for your employees.
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Our offer
Our experienced service technicians carry out a detailed technical diagnosis using
Aebi Schmidt checklists and global field data. You will then receive a comprehensive
service report on the condition of the machine and any repair measures. After the
professional diagnosis, you decide which work we will carry out to maintain your
machine.
We also offer a wide range of customised service packages, with a clear overview
and no hidden costs. Contact your local Aebi Schmidt organisation to find out about
the availability of service offers in your country.

Scope of services
vProtect Check 360*
Aebi Schmidt experienced service technician
Protection and safety devices
Fastenings and screw connections

Sweepers

Jet sweepers

Slope
tractors

Spreaders

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

Hydraulic system

✓

Engine

✓

Chassis

✓

Electrical system
Hopper and frame

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Dosage system
Distribution system

✓
✓

Drive system
Demounting system
Folding cover (Option)

✓
✓
✓

Trailer (Option)

* This list does not claim to be exhaustive
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